
QRP Kits
When you care to send the very least



QRP FAQ

Are QRP rigs hard to build?


Is 5 watts or less enough power?


What’s the best band and antenna?


What kind of QRP kits are available?


How much will this cost?



Are QRP kits  
hard to build?

Some kits can be built in a couple of hours


Minimal tools are required but you do need 
access to a low-wattage soldering station


We have low-wattage soldering stations :)


Most kits have between 35 to 130 parts



Is 5 watts or less 
enough power?

Here’s what the other guy’s S-meter reads:


S9+10 db = 1000 watts


S9 = 100 watts


S8 = 25 watts


S7 = 6.25 watts


S6 = 1.56 watts


S5 = .39 watts



Best band and antenna
While the higher bands (20-17-15-12-10) can 
be more QRP friendly current propagation 
favours the lower bands (160-80-40-30)


160 and 80 require long antennas up as high 
as possible for QRP so most lots too small


40 and 30 meters are ideal for QRP anytime 
of the day or night using modest antennas


Effective antenna include end-fed wires, 
dipoles, loops, verticals and beams



Recommended QRP kits
Two Tinned Tunas (EZ Build) - $30


Lil Squal Transceiver - $40


Rockmite 40m Transceiver - $40


CRK-10A (40 or 30) - $55


Wilderness Radio SST - $90


NorCal 40a - $150



Two Tinned Tunas
Transmitter works with any rig


Cheap and easy to build


Xtal controlled (no VFO) and no built-in keyer


My Tuna Tin worked first time :)


300 milliwatts (S5 compared to S9 for 100w)


Built-in manual T/R switch



Lil Squall Transceiver

$40 transceiver


receiver is pretty simple and         
broadcast stations likely audible


can be wired for different bands (80,30,10)


Xtal controlled but different xtals available


 no built-in keyer



Rockmite 40m 

$40 transceiver


Xtal controlled for 80, 40, 30 or 20


auto T/R switch


lots of online videos and power mods


no case included 



CRK-10A
$55 (Chinese version of RockMite)


Xtal controlled 3-watt rig


built-in keyer with CQ memory


SMD parts premounted - about 20 parts to 
install


sweet direct conversion rcvr with xtal filter 


almost no broadcast break thru with dipole


available thru US distributor



Wilderness Radio SST 
$90 but superior superhet receiver


runs 2 watts with fast clean QSK


VXO gives 10 to 20 kHz of coverage


very low current drain (15mA)


accessory keyer available


available for 40, 30 or 20 meters


competition quality rig (80 parts)



NorCal 40a
40 meter rig covers 40KHz


stable hot superhet rcvr with                      
4-pole xtal filter, AGC, RIT


very low rcvr drain (15mA)


2-3 watts out with QSK but no built-in keyer


$150 (optional freq. counter available)


E-Ham reviews 4.9 out of 5



Things to consider

Low cost - Two Tinned Tunas or Lil Squall


Better performance - Rockmite and CRK-10a


Competition class - SST and NorCal 40a


Xtal controlled vs VXO / VFO 


Built-in keyer is nice to have


Low current drain for portable operation







Parts Placements








